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Performance and Efficiencies
All Rayburn products are independently accredited by 
third party bodies, covering performance and safety. Solid 
fuel domestic appliances are approved by HETAS. At 
Rayburn we are committed to supporting the government 
energy efficiency initiatives and to this end our products 
are designed to comply with the requirements of the latest 
building regulations.

Installation
•    We recommend that you have a site survey carried out 

by a suitably qualified and competent installer to ensure 
you choose a Rayburn that fully meets your needs 
and requirements.

•    In common with all heating appliances, a Rayburn must 
be installed, commissioned and serviced by a qualified 
and trained heating engineer. A HETAS engineer must 
install a solid fuel Rayburn. If installation is to be by 
other persons, the local authority Building Control Office 
must be notified in accordance with current Building 
Regulations (England & Wales).

•    Rayburns must be installed in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s installation instructions, relevant Building 
Regulations and British Standard Codes of Practice.

•    The Rayburn must be installed on a solid, level floor or 
on a base of incombustible material which is capable of 
supporting its total weight.

•    Before connecting a Rayburn to its flue, or inserting 
a liner into a flue that has been previously used, 
the flue must be thoroughly swept of any soot and 
loose materials.

Servicing & Warranty
•  The Rayburn 370SFW is accompanied by a 1 year labour 

and 3 year parts warranty. 

•  Always use a fully trained, competent engineer. 

•  We advise that your Rayburn 370SFW must be cleaned 
on a regular basis and the corresponding chimney 
system cleaned every 6 months.

•  Spares are available through your local Rayburn 
Specialist. The heating engineer should only use genuine 
Rayburn parts.

•  Rayburn reserve the right to make alterations to the design, 
material and construction of the appliance. This brochure 
is produced as a buying guide and is not intended as a 
substitute for the Installation and User Instructions.

Commissioning
•  Under no circumstances should the appliance be turned 

on before commissioning has been completed.

•  The Rayburn guild member installing your Rayburn will 
commission it and complete the necessary paperwork.

•  To take advantage of the commissioning agreement,
please call one of the following numbers as appropriate. 
Seven working days notice is required.

UK Mainland (Rayburn Service Division) 
0845 6023015

Northern Ireland (Waterford Stanley)  
028-877-22195

Republic of Ireland (Waterford Stanley) 
00353 51 302333

Rayburn is a trading name of AGA Rangemaster Limited. 
Registered in England & Wales under Registered Number 3872754.
Registered Office Address, Juno Drive, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, CV31 3RG

The makers reserve the right to make alterations to design, materials or construction for manufacturing 
or any other reasons, subsequent to publication. This brochure is produced as a visual aid and is not 
intended to replace the Installation and Users’ Instructions, or the need to view an appliance. Weights 
and dimensions are approximate and may vary according to specific model and fuel type.

www.rayburn-web.co.uk



Colour options
Designed to fit easily into the heart of your 
home and available in 8 beautiful colours.
Whilst every effort is made to match colours, these are as 
close as the printing process allows. Due to the unique 
nature of the enamelling process, some colours may
appear warmer during use.

The Rayburn 370SFW is designed compliment any kitchen. At 920mm wide the 
Rayburn 370SFW fits into standard kitchen alcoves and spaces. It’s height and 
depth also ensure it slots in perfectly with standard kitchen furniture.

The Rayburn 370SFW will easily sit flush with a 600mm worktop.
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Pewter White

Claret

Black

Technical specifications

Hotplate & Oven Dimensions

Height Width Depth                   
Hotplate - 560mm 330mm
Main Oven 310mm 390mm 406mm
Lower Oven 220mm 390mm 406mm

•  The 370SFW’s boiler is capable of heating 
10-12 radiators, with an output of 13.4kW on 
manufactured solid fuel and 10kW on wood

•  The 370SFW has a high efficiency of 
70.9% on manufactured solid fuel and 
66.8% on wood

•  The automatic thermostat has 6 central 
heating and hot water settings 

•  The top oven has a large 49.1 litres capacity

•  The lower (simmering) oven boasts a 
34.8 litre capacity

•  Huge hotplate cooking surface – one of the 
largest available

•  One-piece construction of the hotplate means 
pans can easily be moved from fast boiling 
on the left to simmering on the right

•  Handy simmering plate on the right hand side 
of the cooker is ideal for a kettle

•  The new 370SFW offers a range of 
contemporary design features

•  The polished handrail has been recrafted 
and the doors also feature new, more 
ergonomic handles

•  The exterior is finished in rich vitreous enamel

•  Available in 8 stunning colours

Rayburn is delighted to announce the launch of a
stunning new solid fuel Rayburn cooking and central
heating model – the stylish and environmentally
friendly Rayburn 370SFW.
Developed to offer a more modern, contemporary aesthetic option to the Rayburn collection, 
the new 370SFW sports clean lines and a host of new design features combined with 
outstanding reliability and efficiency.

Among the key features is an impressive boiler output of 46,000 Btu/h (13.4kW), a market 
leading large hotplate and substantial cast-iron upper and lower ovens for roasting, baking 
and simmering.

This new model is ideal for those looking for a higher output solid-fuel central heating 
cooker and those seeking a more modern/contemporary style for their solid fuel cooker. The 
370SFW promises the benefit of potential savings achieved by burning wood or solid fuel 
and independence from traditional fossil fuels, such as oil and gas.

In short, those looking for a greener, wood-burning option no longer have to compromise 
with a cooker that’s big on environmental credentials but small on style. The Rayburn 
370SFW is green and seriously good looking.

PLEASE NOTE: It is advisable to check the actual size/width 
of your appliance before finally fixing any kitchen units since 
enamelled cast iron can vary in size. For full dimensions 
please refer to product installation instructions.
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Introducing the beautifully designed, British made, cooking 
and central heating solid fuel and wood burning 370SFW 
range cooker. Offering outstanding performance, the Rayburn 
370SFW Series delivers exceptional cast iron range cooking, 
hot baths and a cosy home.

About the Rayburn 370SFW
•  Energy efficient heating and hot water
• Eco credentials
• High output solid fuel/wood burning boiler
• Superior cooking performance
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